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1 While we see distinction between instances of mirthful laughter and s
laughter we do not here seek functional (or automatic) discrimination nor at
understand speakers’ emotive state (others, of course, do attempt to infer
emotions [4]); rather, we treat all instances of laughter as instances of the
‘social signals’.

2 Our research is anchored in available multimodal corpora. While the n
corpora available with annotations appropriate to our purposes is not v
possible to note qualitative differences in two such possibilities and hold th
which obtain for them as representative of their types until more instances
types can be annotated and studied, along with instances of other types, as
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Social signals are integral to conversational interaction and constitute a large part of the social dynamics of
multiparty communication. Moreover, social signals may also have a function in discourse structure. We
focus on laughter, exploring the extent to which laughter can be shown to signal the structural unfolding
of conversation and whether laughter may be used in the signaling of topic changes. Recent research supports
this hypothesis. We investigate the relation between laughter and topic changes from two different points of
view (temporal distribution and content distribution) as visible in the TableTalk corpus and also in the AMI
corpus. Consistent results emerge from studies of these two corpora. Laughter is less likely very soon after a
topic change than it is before a topic change. In both studies, we find solo laughter significantly more frequent
in times of topic transition than in times of topic continuity. This contradicts previous research about the
social dynamics of shared versus solo laughter considering solo laughs as signals of topic continuation. We
conclude that laughter has quantifiable discourse functionality concomitant with social signaling capacity.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction other elements of interaction in dialog. We wish to explore hypothe-
tructural
tempt to
speaker
We begin with the observation that laughter is only sometimes
purely the vocalization of mirth. One difference between unbridled
mirth and controlled laughter may be in the internal structure of
the laughter: controlled laughter does not exhibit random structure
but repetitions; uncontrolled spontaneous laughter has been found
to have random internal structure [1]. Some have sought to classify
laughter according to the visual appearance and have found evidence
in artworks sufficient to separate four types of laughter: joyful,
intense, schadenfreude laughter, grinning [2]. It may be a response
to what has preceded in conversation or in the external context of
the conversation in which it appears. Laughter may also signal what
is to follow in conversation, perhaps an explanation of the outburst.
In a different dimension, laughter can be understood as a joint activ-
ity: one interlocutor may laugh alone, or a number may join the
laughter. Previous authors [3] have described laughter as an action
in its own right, the occurrence of which may be independent from
the presence of humor. In this context, laughter has been seen as a
highly ordered phenomenon, internally and externally. In this sense,
it is also relevant to explore the timing of laughter with respect to
ses about the differential signals effected by shared laughter and solo
laughter in conversation. We think that the timing of mirthful laugh-
ter is effectively random, given the distribution of potential triggers.1

However, we believe that when laughter functions as a social signal, its
timing is structured and conveys information about the underlying dis-
course structure. Previous works have explored other non-verbal fea-
tures that can be predictive of discourse structure [5–7]. Luz et al.
[5,6] investigate the potential of non-verbal signals such as silences
(among two speakers vocalizations as well as within the same speaker
turn) and overlaps in predicting topic changes in meetings. Results
show that pauses and overlaps on their own are good estimators of
the topic structure of meetings conversation, reaching performance
comparable with lexical based methods.

In this work, we extend a previous analysis of the TableTalk
corpus [8,9] to the AMI corpus [10].2 Both corpora involve
communication in English, where English is a lingua franca in one
category
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setting and a native language in the other. Politeness dimensions to
laughter in conversation might have different manifestations in the
two corpora given other aspects. In the TableTalk conversations,
recorded in Japan, the dialog includes five participants, sitting
around the table, chatting. They included one native speaker of Jap-
anese, one of Finnish, one of French (Belgian), and two native speak-
ers of English (one Australian, one British). The Japanese participant
and her Australian friend were rewarded for taking part in the con-
versation, while the others were visiting researchers in the lab direc-
ted by the native English speaker. This dialog had no particular
structure, but tended to be around the theme of life in Japan (see
Section 3.1). In the AMI corpus, participants are presumed to be
unfamiliar with each other (at least they were recruited in that
way), and paid to talk to each other for the data collection. The con-
versations in this corpus was structured as collaborative tasks (see
Section 3.2). We take these corpora as exemplars because neither
was constructed with the specific purpose of studying laughter.

In a previous study we analysed TableTalk [9] and showed a
relation between laughter and topic changes in spontaneous con-
versations; laughter did not appear to be a random or exclusively
content-driven event, but we detected a tendency for higher prob-
ability of laughter, particularly shared laughter, towards topic
ends. Conversely, we found longer periods without laughter imme-
diately after a topic change. Such findings support the hypothesis
of the existence of a discourse function of laughter. In the same
work, we analyzed laughter also with respect to the information
flow. We distinguished two types of discourse segments and exam-
ine laughter as a discourse marker, signaling the onset of a topic
termination segment [11], or the end of a topic-onset segment.
We found that topic termination segments thus marked tend to
have higher lexical variety than topic onsets.

Our present investigations are twofold. We extend our previous
analysis and we explore on both corpora: (i) the temporal distribu-
tion of topic changes, (ii) the temporal distribution of laughter in
structured and unstructured conversations, seeking to answer the
following questions:

(1) Is there a pattern in the temporal distribution of laughter
(and of shared and solo laughter)?

(2) How does information flow vary in topic termination and
topic beginning segments?

The paper is structured as follows: an introduction is given in Sec-
tion 1. Section 2 provides operational definitions that will be used in
the rest of the paper. Section 3 describes the two corpora, and Sec-
tion 4 shows the correlation between frequency of laughter and
topic changes. Experiments are described in Section 5. Section 5.1
answers question 1, and Section 5.2 answers question 2. Results
are discussed in Section 6, and conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2. Definitions and measurements

Understanding whether laughter has a function in the discourse
structure plays a crucial role in the framework of discourse seg-
mentation, as laughter could constitute an informative feature to
boost topic segmentation efficacy. For the present work, we have
considered topic at a discourse level characterized by a chunk of
coherent content.
Fig. 1. Topic boundary neighborhood. LL and FL represent last and first laugh. LT
and TL represent respectively a topic termination segment and a topic beginning
segment.
2.1. Definition of topic

A formal definition of ‘‘topic’’ is surprisingly difficult to provide
(cf. ‘‘subject’’, [12]), as it is understanding where borders stand
between topics and subtopics. Topic can be seen to cover different
levels of granularity and different contexts. The linguistics
Please cite this article in press as: F. Bonin et al., Time for laughter, Knowl. Ba
literature has distinguished two levels of granularity: a sentence
level [13], and a discourse level [14]. On the other hand, in the con-
text of topic segmentation algorithms, topic has been mostly
referred to at a discourse level, as segments of the discourse shar-
ing coherent information (about the same thing [15]). Passonneau
et al. [16], interpret topic as speakers’ intentions, and topic changes
in conversations as changes in the participants’ activities (informa-
tion-giving, decision-making). In topic segmentation applications,
such as information retrieval from broadcast news, topics have
been referred to as lexically coherent segments of the discourse
[17], often having completely different themes. Many different
topic segmentation algorithms have been developed on the basis
of the lexical coherence approach described in [17]; others have
exploited clustering approaches [18], others discourse markers
that provides clues about the discourse structure [19], but few
have tackled the difficult problems of casual conversational speech.
In this work we consider topic a fragment of discourse about the
same subject, relying on the topic annotation of the corpora at
hand. Details on the topic annotation used in the present work
are given in Section 3.3.
2.2. Temporal definitions and measurement

Laughter and topic boundaries serve as conversational land-
marks. We work with an abstraction of topic changes (T-events)
as instantaneous points of topic shift in conversation. We consider
the laugh events in relation to T-events. First we explore the dis-
tance between laughter in general and T-events, looking at the
time spans between the last laugh in topic A and T-event (namely
LT) and the T-event and the first laugh in topic B (namely TL)
(Fig. 1). Then, we analyze the behavior of types of laughter, shared
vs. solo, with respect to T-events. In this case, our foci are the last
solo (SO) and shared (SH) laughs prior to a T-event (named LL: SoLL
or ShLL, respectively). See Fig. 2.

We denote the measure of the distance (in seconds) between T-
events and boundary laughs with l. Below we consider the differ-
ences between l(LT) and l(TL) as well as between l(SoLT) and
l(ShLT).

Finally, we concentrate on the distinction between topic
continuation moments and topic transition moments, analyzing
the distribution of laughter among those segments. We construct
operational models of topic continuation segments, calling them
wi segments, and topic transition segments, calling them wo
segments. We define these as follows (see Fig. 3):

� wi segments: the central half of each topic;
� wo segments: the final quarter of one topic and first quarter

of the next topic;

By construction, wi segments represent the core of a topic and
have topic cores within them, while wo segments do not contains
the core of a topic, but do contain a transition between two topics.
Both are defined in relation to the duration of a sequential pair of
topics, not absolute durations. We find this decomposition of
sed Syst. (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2014.04.031
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Fig. 2. Topic boundary left neighborhood with shared and solo last laughs (ShLL
and SoLL).

Fig. 3. Topic continuum vs. topic transition segmentation.
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conversational flow into segments of topic-core talk and topic tran-
sitions to have face validity, in the sense the term is used in psy-
chology to indicate that the objects used operationally relate
naturally to the corresponding theoretical constructs.
2.3. Content analysis and measurement

In order to answer (2), we measure LT and TL segments of the
conversation for their lexical richness. We take variation in lexical
richness as a proxy measure of information flow at the onset of the
topic and at the end of the topic (onset and end determined by a
social signal, i.e. laughter, rather than some lexical indicator). We
refer to the lexical richness of LT and TL as K, respectively K(LT)
and K(TL).

For each T-event, t, we define K(LTt) as:

KðLTtÞ ¼ TTRðLTtÞ=LengthðLTtÞ ð3Þ

where TTR is the Type/Token ratio. Similarly for K(TLt).
3 Given the existence of annotation flaws, in the future, we intend to investigate
possible robust solutions for shared laughter annotation, that exploit only the start-
time information of the laugh instances.

4 Freely available at: http://sspnet.eu/2010/02/freetalk.
2.4. Shared laughter annotation

In order to analyze the dynamics of shared and solo laughter in
both corpora, an annotation of whether a laugh is an isolated one
or a shared one is necessary. TableTalk and AMI do not provide
such detailed annotation. Hence, we developed a novel strategy
for shared laughter annotations.

In previous work [9] we defined shared laughter as overlapping
laughs or consecutive laughs within 1 s distance. It was based on
the intuition that consecutive laughs, if separated by a small
enough distance would still be experienced and externally per-
ceived as shared. This threshold was experimentally determined
without the existence of a gold standard to refer to. Here we test
an extreme position that only truly overlapping laughter is to be
regarded as shared. Therefore, in the current work, we consider
shared co-occurrent laughter of different speakers, where co-
occurrent indicate overlapping as well as successive laughter with
no gap between them. The reason for this stand in investigating a
baseline situation in which, in order to be defined as a shared
laugh, a laughter has to overlap or occur sequentially without an
intervening gap.
Please cite this article in press as: F. Bonin et al., Time for laughter, Knowl. Ba
We extend this annotation to the entire TableTalk and AMI.
However, as has been noted by others [20], the annotations of
the temporal aspects of laughs in AMI are partly flawed. Many
instances (c. 25%) of laughter have start points that coincide with
terminations, resulting in a zero duration. We decided to focus
our analysis on the laughs having start time different from end
time.3

3. Corpora

As mentioned above, analyses are based on two datasets of dif-
ferent nature. The characteristics of the two corpora allow us to
compare human interactions in several situations: free natural
interaction (TableTalk) and more structured task-based interac-
tions (AMI).

3.1. TableTalk

TableTalk4 is a corpus of free flowing natural conversations,
recorded at the Advanced Telecommunication Research Labs in
Japan (see Fig. 4). It is a multi-modal corpus of conversations among
five individuals [8]. In order to collect as natural data as possible,
neither topics of discussion nor activities were restricted in advance.
The recordings were made in an informal setting over coffee, by
three female (Australian, Finnish, and Japanese) and two male
(Belgian and British) participants. A more complete description of
the recording setup can be found in [21]. The recordings are carried
out over three sessions, of different lengths ranging from 350 to 1 h
and 300, recorded on consecutive days. The conversations are fully
transcribed and segmented for topic, and also annotated for affective
state of participants and for gesture and postural communicative
functions using MUMIN [22]. Table-talk has been analyzed in terms
of engagement and laughter [9,23–25] and lexical accommodation
[26]. Our analyses used transcripts of the entire corpus: about 3 h
30, 31,523 tokens and 5980 turns. Laughter was transcribed in inter-
vals on the speech transcription tier as @w, (unless inserted as part
of a longer utterance). The total number of laughs is 713. Other
annotations are topic information (see 3.3) and emotional state of
the participants.

The five participants present different features: three of them
are researchers and two of them are rewarded participants. On a
different dimension, participants also differ with respect to native
language, English language skills, and culture. Subgroups are pres-
ent also with respect to the acquaintance between them: two
among the researchers (the English and the Belgian) knew each
other before setting up the experiment. The same for the Japanese
and the Australian. A detailed study of the relation between partic-
ipants and its reflection over individual vs. group engagement is
reported in [23].

Table 1 reports the amount of different laughter per speaker.
For the lexical analysis, the transcripts have been processed using
the Stanford PoS Tagger [27].

3.2. AMI

The AMI (Augmented Multi-party Interaction) Meeting Corpus
is a multi-modal data set consisting of 100 h of meeting recordings
[10]. The dataset is derived from real meetings, as well as scenario-
driven meetings, designed to elicit several realistic human
behaviors (see Fig. 5). We base our analysis on the scenario
based meetings, for a total of 717,239 tokens, relying of the
sed Syst. (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2014.04.031
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Table 1
Distribution of laughter among speakers – *Speaker g participated only in Day 2.

Speaker Shared Solo Total

d 33 5 38
g⁄ 20 9 29
k 138 56 194
n 175 59 234
y 162 56 218

Fig. 5. AMI screenshot – � AMI website: http://https://www.idiap.ch/dataset/ami/.

Table 2
Average distribution of laughs per speaker in the AMI corpus.

Avg. SD

Shared 25.46 19.03
Solo 48.89 41.29
Tot. (Sh + So) 81.8 105.13

Fig. 4. TableTalk screenshot.
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conversations’ transcriptions. Each meeting has four participants,
and the same subjects meet over four different sessions to discuss
a design project. The sessions correspond to four different project
steps (Project kick-off meeting, functional design, conceptual
design and detailed design).

Each participant is given a role to play (project manager, market-
ing expert, industrial designer and user interface designer) and
keeps this role until the end of the scenario. Conversations are all
in English, but participants are not all English native speaker (91
over 187 are English native speakers, the rest is divided between
other 27 nationalities.5) Table 2 indicates the average number of
laughs per speaker. There are 11,277 instances of laughter, and they
are annotated in the transcripts as ‘‘vocal-sounds/laugh’’.

3.3. Topic annotation in TableTalk and AMI

For both corpora (TableTalk and AMI) we rely on the manual
topic annotation provided. In TableTalk, topics have been anno-
tated manually by two labelers at a coarse level and no distinction
is made between core topics and subtopics. AMI provides the anno-
tation of top-topics and subtopics. Top-level topics refer to topics
whose content reflects the main meeting structure, while subtop-
ics reflects small digressions inside the core topics. For this analysis
we have focus on the core topic segmentation which seemed to be
more in line with the TableTalk annotation.

4. Laughter & topic probability distribution

We imagine a conversation as a flow where the probability of
laughter as well as the probability of changing topic may vary over
time. There will be moments in the conversation where the
interaction between participants is more dynamic and the dis-
5 Arabic, Chines, Chinese, Czech, Czeque, Dutch, English, Estonian, Finnish, French,
German, Greek, Hindi, Italian, Konkani, Malayalam, Mandarin, Persian, Polish,
Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Swiss, Tamil, Telugu, Vietnamese, Wolof,
Romanian.
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course more unstructured, as well as moments in the conversation
in which the discourse will tend to be more structured. We
imagine the former being moments of high entropy characterized
by shorter topics (hence more topic changes), and the latter being
moments of lower entropy, characterized by longer topics and
fewer topic changes. We are interested in exploring the correlation
between those moments in the conversations and the presence
of laughter. In particular, whether there is a relation between
moments of the conversation with higher number of topic changes
and more laughter. To this aim we segment the conversations in
progressive windows of 240 s6 and we calculate the amount of
laughter and of topic changes per window.

Looking at the two distributions (laughs per windows and topic
changes per window), we notice a positive correlation between the
mean frequency of laughter per window and the mean frequency
of topic change per window. Fig. 6 shows the linear correlation
(Pearson correlation test = 0.6) between these distributions: win-
dows with more topic changes correspond to windows with higher
number of laughs.

The evidence of this correlation suggests that topic changes and
laugher are linearly correlated. Therefore, we investigate this cor-
relation in terms of timing.
5. Experiments

5.1. Laughter & topic: temporal distributions

In our first analysis we attempt to understand whether there is a
pattern in the temporal distribution of laughter with respect to topic
changes in the analyzed corpora. To this aim, we conduct two
experiments:

E1 : we examine the left (LTs) and right sides (TLs) of topic
boundaries considering l(LT) and l(TL) (Fig. 1).

E2 : we exploit the discourse segmentation in Fig. 3 and
consider the frequency of laughs in topic transition
segments (wo) and topic continuation segments (wi).
6 The threshold was chosen empirically.

sed Syst. (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2014.04.031
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Fig. 6. Correlation between frequency of laughter and frequency of topic changes. Fig. 7. l(LT) vs. l(TL) comparison in TableTalk.

Fig. 8. l(LT) vs. l(TL) comparison in AMI.
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Description of E1. We consider the distance between last laugh
and topic change and topic change and first laugh. We notice that
those distances are not normally distributed. This results is con-
firmed on both our corpora. As shown in [9], analysis of TableTalk
shows that LLs tend to occur at a shorter temporal distance from
the T-event, than FLs: l(LT) < l(TL).7 The temporal distance
between the last laugh of a topic and topic boundary, is significantly
shorter than the temporal distance between the topic boundary and
the first laugh, and Fig. 7 shows this difference in distributions.8

From the parallel analysis of these two corpora, an interesting find-
ing emerges: laughter is more likely as the temporal distance from
the topic boundary increases. Although the two corpora present a
similar behavior (see Fig. 8), it is worth noticing the difference in
the distance between laughs and topic boundaries. In TableTalk
the first laugh after a topic change happens (median value) around
27 s after the beginning of a topic, while in AMI after 30 s. The last
laugh tends to happen around 9 s before the end of a topic in Table-
Talk, and around 26 s before the end of a topic in AMI. Although
aware of the gross nature of the median, those results may be due
to the fact that TableTalk is characterized by shorter topics and a
more dynamic and unstructured exchange than AMI.

Description of E2. We consider the discourse segmentation
described in Fig. 3, that distinguish between topic transition seg-
ment wo and topic continuation segments wi. We notice a signifi-
cant difference in the distribution of laughter in wi and wo, where
the average frequency of laughs in wo is significantly greater than
the average frequency of laughs in wi (p-value < 0.005).9

Ramification. From E1 it emerges that laughter is more likely as
the temporal distance from the topic boundary increases. This
finding is not sufficient to support the fact that laughter can be
considered, in isolation, a valid topic termination cue, but suggests
that laughs are more likely to occur at the topic terminations,
rather than immediately after a topic change (at the topic onset).
The particular distribution of laughter emerged from the two cor-
pora underlies a discourse function of laughter which could be
useful information in automatic topic boundary detection (cf. [5]).
7 One tail wilcox.test, mu = 0, alternative less: p-value� 0.005. R function [28].
8 In Fig. 7, we report the logarithm of the distribution to emphasize differences

visually. A one tailed Student’s T-Test on the logarithm of the distribution is in line
with the Wilcox test on the raw data.

9 One tail wilcox.test, mu = 0, alternative less. R function [28].
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From E2 it emerges that topic continuation segments present
fewer laughs than topic transition segments. This is in line with
the positive correlation between frequency of laughs and amount
of topic changes, described in Section 4.

It is reasonable to think that while a topic is discussed (topic
continuation) a lot of topic-related information is transferred,
and little space is left for social exchange. On the other hand, dur-
ing the transition to a new topic, the conversation becomes more
dynamic, alternating the information on the new topic with small
talk. In the latter situation, laughter appears to be more frequent.
5.1.1. Shared laughter and topic termination
Having considered the laugh distribution at a coarse grain level,

in this section we refine our analysis exploring the temporal distri-
bution of shared and solo laughs with respect to topic changes. In
the following we examine:

(a) Distribution of shared/solo laughter at topic terminations.
(b) Distribution of shared solo laughter in topic continuation vs.

topic transition moments.
sed Syst. (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2014.04.031
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Fig. 9. l(ShLT) and l(SoLT) in TableTalk.
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In order to investigate (a) and (b), we consider previous stud-
ies [29], that explore similar distributions in a telephone conver-
sation corpus of English native speakers. Holt ([3]) proposes a
correlation between shared laughs and topic termination
sequences. According to this analysis [3] shared laughs may be
part of a topic termination sequence and may introduce to the
end of the topic. The mutual acceptance of a laugh relates to
the common agreement of a completed topic. Hence, we analyze
whether, in our corpora, we find evidence of shared laughter
being closer to the end of the topic than solo laughter. We refine
our previous analysis of l(LT) vs. l(TL), distinguishing shared
(SH) vs solo (SO) laugh. Since we are interested only in the topic
termination section, we focus on the topic boundary left neigh-
borhood (l(LT)) and we explore the distance between shared
laughs (SH) and topic change (l(ShLT)) and solo laugh (SO) and
topic change (l(SoLT)). As shown in Fig. 9, in TableTalk, some evi-
dence is found of shared laughs being closer than solo laughs to
topic termination boundaries, but this tendency does not reach
significance. In particular, we notice how the median distance
of a SH from topic termination is of 7 s, while a median distance
of SO from topic termination is of 12 s. This result is different
from that reported in initial work [9], because of the annotation
differences in that work and the present analysis, as described
above (Section 2.4). This clarifies that if moments of laughter sep-
arated by an interval are ever to be regarded as shared, then more
needs to be learned about the constraints on those intervals,
including the maximum interval length. The setting originally
used [9], one second distance, was intuitively and empirically
well justified, in our view, and using that setting, the difference
described here becomes significant. However, in what remains
we retain the constraint that only temporally overlapping laughs
count as moments of shared laughter.

A similar behavior is found in AMI. We compare l(ShLT) and
l(SoLT), finding that SH do not tend to occur more in proximity
of the end of the topic than SO (no significant difference in the dis-
tributions). This is shown in Fig. 10.10 In the AMI corpus, the median
distance of SH and SO from topic termination is 28 s. and 30 s.
respectively. Therefore, differently from previous studies, in these
corpora topic termination sequences do not appear to be character-
ized by shared laughter more than by solo laughter.
Fig. 10. l(ShLT) and l(SoLT) in AMI.
5.1.2. Distribution of solo laughter in topic continuation and topic
transition segments

In order to investigate (b), we analyse the SO and SH distribu-
tion in topic continuation segments, wi and topic transition seg-
ments, wo (refer to Fig. 3). It had been observed that solo
laughter may be tied to topic continuation moments [29]. Recalling
the observation that laughter can invite reciprocal laughter [30],
Holt [29] interprets solo laughter as rejected invitations that hap-
pen when the recipient wants to add information and continue the
topic. If solo laughs are related to topic continuation, we would
expect a greater number of solo laughs in topic continuation seg-
ments (wi), rather than in topic transition segments (wo). We look
for evidence of this observation in both corpora. In contrast to what
we expect, it emerges that both TableTalk and AMI present a signif-
icant higher presence of SO laughs in topic transition moments, wo,
rather than in topic continuations, wi, as evident in Figs. 11 and 12.
As our null hypothesis we assume SOwi P SOwo. From the analy-
sis of the distributions, we can reject the null hypothesis for both
corpora, in favor of the alternative hypothesis SOwi < SOwo.11 Solo
10 Fig. 10, we report the logarithm of the distribution to emphasize differences
visually. One tailed Student’s T-Test on the logarithm of the distribution is in line with
the Wilcox test on the raw data.

11 H1: SOwi < SOwo, one tail wilcoxon test mu = 0, alternative less, p-value < 0.05 in
TableTalk and p-value < 0.0005 in AMI. R function [28].
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laughter appears to be more frequent in topic transition than in topic
continuations.

5.2. Laughter & topic: content distribution

In this section we address the relation between laughter, topic
changes and information flow: How does the information flow vary
in topic termination and topic beginning segments? In order to
answer this question, we take the last laugh and the first laugh
as landmarks for determining topic termination segments and
topic beginning segments (LT and TL of Fig. 1), and we explore
the distribution of information in those segments. We base our
analysis of the information flow on the lexical richness of the seg-
ment, and we rely on the type token ratio (TTR) measure normal-
ized over the length of the segment, as in (3).12 We calculate K()
over LT and TL, having K(LT) representing the lexical richness at
12 For any segment, the total number of unique words divided by total number of
words – the value for this footnote is 21

29 for all words, 12
16 on only content.
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topic termination and K(TL) the richness variety at topic beginning.
Interestingly, we observe the same, unexpected trend both in Table-
Talk and in the AMI corpus. Topic termination exchange segments,
K(LT) show higher lexical richness than topic beginning segments
K(TL), although the latter should introduce, by definition, a new
topic in conversation.

The distribution of K(LT) and K(TL) for TableTalk is shown in
Fig. 13, while for AMI in Fig. 14. In both datasets, the null hypoth-
esis, K(LT) 6K(TL), is rejected.13

However, as we noticed in Section 5, LT and TL segments have a
significant difference in length. Hence, there is argument for think-
ing that, in addition to the Class (LT vs. TL), also the factor Length of
the segments could influence the differences in lexical richness. In
fact, it is a fact of language that is more likely the presence of rep-
etitions in longer segments than in shorter segments14 indepen-
dently of whether the segments are individuated by laughter and
topic changes.

Therefore, in order to verify the effect of these two factors in
isolation, we look at the proportions between number of Types
and the number of Repetitions (Tokens-Types) per segment
Fig. 15. We created a generalized linear model in order to under-
stand the correlation between the proportions (Types and Repeti-
tions) and the variables Class and Length, considered as two
independent variables.15 It emerges that both Length and Class have
a significant independent effects on the proportion (Types,
Repetitions).

However, we know that Length and Class are strongly corre-
lated (see 5.1) in the sense that LT segments tend to be shorter
than TL segments). Given this correlation, we cannot exclude the
possibility that the effect of Class is entirely contained in the effect
of the Length. To explore this, we created again two generalized
linear models: one modeling the interaction of Length on the pro-
portion (Types, Repetitions), and one modeling the independent
interaction of Class and Length on the proportion (Types,
13 One tail wilcox.test, mu = 0, alternative greater: p-value� 0.005. R function [28].
14 Therefore, longer segments are more likely to have a lower TTR than shorter

segments.
15 In R: glm ((Types, Repetitions) Class + Length).
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Repetitions). A difference among those models reflects the fact that
Class has an independent influence on the proportion. A lack of
significant difference in these models reflects the fact that the
effect of the Class is entirely due to the difference in Length among
the LT and TL.

Analysis of variance reveals that these two models are signifi-
cantly different from the model with both terms as independent
factors. Hence we conclude that the effect of Class is not just a
coarse grain generalization of Length, but it has an independent
effect on the lexical variety of LT and TL.

6. Discussion

Results show interesting similarities in the overall laughter
distribution between the two corpora, despite the different nature
sed Syst. (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2014.04.031
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of the corpora. While TableTalk is constituted of more unstruc-
tured conversations (mainly social interaction), in AMI moments
of social interaction alternate with task oriented dialog moments
[31]. Interestingly, in both corpora some patterns in the laughter
distribution are found. First of all segments of topic transitions
show higher presence of laughter than segments of topic contin-
uation (see Exp. 2). In addition, looking at the topic termination
moments vs. topic beginnings, it is evident that laughter tends
not to occur immediately after a topic change (i.e., at the topic
onset).

Although laughter in isolation is not a sufficient indication of
topic change, this information (that laughter less likely to occur
at the topic onset) can be use as a feature to enhance topic bound-
aries detection.

Regarding the distribution of shared laughter, in contrast with
previous observations by Holt [29], we do not find any significant
difference in their behavior around topic terminations. Both shared
and solo laughter are equally likely to appear in topic termination
moments. In the same work, [29], the author also observes how
solo laughter may signal the continuation of a topic. Our results
do not confirm this statement, as solo laughter is found to be
more likely in topic transition moments rather than in topic
continuations.
Fig. 15. Proportion of Types and Repetitions per Class, where Repetitions = Tokens-
Types.
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Finally, in both corpora, we notice that, taking laughter as a
discourse marker determining topic termination segments and
topic onsets, the former tend to have higher lexical richness
then the latter. Considering lexical richness as our measure of
information flow, we notice that topic onsets and topic termina-
tion differ. We can then conclude that laughter and topic
changes define segments of conversation which have a consis-
tently different amount of information, hence laughter, in this
case, serves a demarcation function. A possible interpretation
of this phenomenon may stand in the grounding effect. In spo-
ken interaction, participants have been observed to adapt their
speech production to that of their interlocutor [32]. This align-
ment is usually a long term phenomenon, evolving during the
conversation. However, from a qualitative analysis, an increase
of lexical alignment (grounding) at the topic beginnings can
be noticed; participants tend to establish the lexical common
ground on what they are going to discuss. An example of this
is given in the following extract, taken from a topic beginning
in TableTalk:

Speaker Turn

y: after that we went to Kura sushi

y: hum

n: Kura sushi, yeah

d: Kura sushi

y: just to have fun with, for foreigners

they know sushi train

n: Kura sushi is a kind of tourist, yeah

y: I know, I know yeah

n: yeah

d: hum

y: but

d: maa maa

y: the Sushi train?

n: Kame sushi in Osaka is lovely!
7. Conclusions

We examined the discourse function of laughter, investigating
whether laughs can signal structural development of conversation,
such as topic changes. We explored laughter timing with respect to
topic changes and the dynamics of the information flow around
topic changes and laughter. Results lead to the conclusion that
laughter has quantifiable discourse functions alongside social sig-
naling capacity.

Although laughter, in isolation, cannot be considered a
reliable indicator of topic changes, it can contribute (with other
features) to marking possible development in conversations. In
the appendix, we report excerpts of laughter in relation to topic
changes.

Finally we notice differences in the information flow between
topic termination and topic beginnings. This result strengthens
the hypothesis of the discourse function of laughter. Future work
will be dedicated to investigate this latter finding, to explore the
functions of other kind of social signals, and to investigate possible
robust solutions for shared laughter annotation capable to handle
annotation flaws.
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Appendix A

Below is an excerpt, from the AMI corpus, where share laughter
anticipates a topic change from the AMI corpus:

FEE005 Yeah, so uh

[disfmarker]

MEE008 Probably when

he was

little he got lots

of attention for doing

it and has forever

been conditioned.
FEE005 Yeah, maybe.
FEE005 Maybe.
[vocalsound–laugh]Right,
um where did you find this?

Just down here? Yeah.
MEE008 [vocalsound–laugh]
MEE006 [vocalsound-other]
FEE005 Okay.
TOPIC – CHANGE

FEE005 [vocalsound-other]
Um what are we doing next? Uh um.
FEE005 Okey, uh we now

need to discuss the project finance. Um

FEE005 so according to the

brief um we’re gonna be selling

this remote control for twenty-five

Euro, um and we’re aiming to make

fifty million Euro. [. . .]

Below an excerpt, from the AMI corpus, in which laughter does
not anticipate a topic change:

MEE008 A beagle.
FEE005 [vocalsound–laugh
MEE008 Um charac favorite

characteristics of it?

Is that right?

Uh, right, well basically

um high priority for any

animal for me is that they be

willing to take a lot of physical

affection from their family.
And, yeah that they have lots

of personality and

uh be fit and in robust good health.
So this is blue.
Blue beagle.
My family’s beagle.

FEE005 Yeah. Yeah.
[MEE006 [vocalsound–laugh]

FEE005 Right. Lovely.
[vocalsound–laugh]

MEE008 [vocalsound–laugh]
MEE007 [gap]
MEE007 Well, my

favorite animal

would be a monkey.
FEE005 [vocalsound–laugh]
MEE006 [vocalsound–laugh]
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Below an excerpt showing repetition at topic beginnings:

FEE005 Is that what everybody got? Okay.

Um. So we’re gonna

have like individual

work and then

a meeting about it.

And repeat that process

three times.
Um and at this point

we get try out the

whiteboard over there.

Um. [vocalsound] So uh you get

to draw your

favorite animal and sum up your

favorite

characteristics of it.
So who would like to go first?

MEE007 Yeah.
MEE008 Yeah.
TOPIC – CHANGE

MEE008 I will go. That’s fine.
FEE005 Very good. [vocalsound]
MEE008 Alright. So [disfmarker]

MEE008 [vocalsound] [vocalsound]

MEE008 This one here

FEE005 Mm-hmm.
MEE008 Okay. Very nice.
Alright. My favorite animal

MEE008 is like [disfmarker]

MEE008 [vocalsound]

MEE008 [vocalsound]
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